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Gender, Party, and Political Ideology: The Case of Mid-Elite
Party Activists in Florida

Anne E. Kelley, William E. Hulbary, and Lewis Bowman
University of South Florida
Women constitute a majority of the electorate in Florida. 1
However, this "equality" does not necessarily translate into the
same rates and quality of political inputs or equal political
outcomes . As Kirkpatrick pointed out succinctly some years ago,
women have had a long way to go to overcome various forms of
domination in relation to the power processes of our society .
Describing the difficulties of the 1970s for effective political
participation among women, she wrote:
Few aspects of social life are more completely or
universally male dominated than politics . . .. The
advent of democracy and women's suffrage has
given women a voice in important political decisions in some countries, but in the United States
and elsewhere. universal suffrage has had limited
impact on male dominance of power processes. 2
While not sanguine, current national assessments are not so
dire. Several reasons help explain this. Women have recently
become involved at the same or greater rates of electoral turnout
than men: and increasingly women have been seeking and
winning public office. Also since 1980 women have begun
differentiating themselves from men on a range of issues , on
partisan attachment itself, and on support for candidates. This
differentiation has reached a proportion which is producing a
"gender gap" in contemporary politics. 3 Some, such as Irene Natividad. head of the National Woman's Political Caucus, see this
differentiation in terms of a gender gap "[which) is permanent, .
. . keeps getting bigger, and . .. is going to change the national
agenda in the future ."4
What can be said about these considerations in Florida?
Histories of Florida barely mention the political activities of
women in the early years. 5 Even after the struggle for suffrage
under the Nineteenth Amendment (1920), for women in Florida
and elsewhere in the United States, winning the privilege of
voting did not translate into great changes in women's political
behavior or their impact on politics.
In 1935, some change began in Florida when the state passed
6

a law requiring equal representation of men and women at every
level of party organization. Women's major involvement was at
the local level, where the relatively large number of party posts
and a few elective or appointive offices were available. As Carver
has reported," ... few women ran for office; fewer were elected. "6
Those elected to office tended to win elections through extraordinary force of personality orby the more usual "widow's route."
In the 1960s and 1970s women's influence increased in
Florida in relation to demographic changes in the state. Women
entered the state's work force, colleges, universities, and professions in record numbers. And, overall, the dramatic influx of
nonsouthern residents produced two cultures in relation to the
female population in the state, and in terms of attitudes by them
and about them. These cultures are: (1) a traditional culture in
the northern part of the state with conservative views of women's
roles; and (2) a nontraditional culture in the central and southern heavily populated parts of the state with liberal views of
women's roles. 7 During the same period, women's political
participation patterns changed substantially. By the end of the
1960s, in the major counties women voter registrants outnumbered men. More women were elected to public offices at the state
and local levels. Many of these were born outside of Florida, were
college graduates, and had been active in party or community
organizations.
Women's efforts to organize, as well as the political parties
responsiveness to their demands for greater representation,
have aided women's efforts to play a greater role in politics. It is
clear that involvement through various organized efforts has
played a key role in propelling women into party politics in
Florida, as well as elsewhere. 8 This has not been as successful in
the South as in other regions. but it certainly is a major reason
for the political success of women in the region. 9 Also, changes
in party rules have brought far greater representation of women,
as well as blacks, youth and other groups. into political party organizations. 10
In this paper, we are looking at the interrelationships
of
gender, political party, and political ideology and issues of
Florida's mid-elite party activists in 1984. We seek to delineate
the differences women party activists make to political attitudes
of Florida's party activists overali and to the political attitudes
of the activists within each of Florida's two major political parties.
Specifically. we are examining whether a "gender gap" exists
among Florida's party activists.
The data utilized in our analysis of Florida party activists are
derived from a mail survey of a random sample of Florida
7

Democratic and Republican precinct committeepersons. The
sutvey was conducted during 1984. The Democrats' response
rate was 52 percent (321 usable questionnaires): for the Republicans the rate was 57 percent (291 usable questionnaires).
Among the Democrats responding, 48 percent were women:
among the Republicans, 45 percent were women.
The Relation of Gender, Party, Ideology and Issues
Partisan differences in attitudes about political ideology and
issue are sizable and well documented; Democrats tend to be
more liberal and Republicans more conservative. The fit between
ideology and partisanship is far from perfect. but the correlation
is strong and persistent. The size of these ideological differences
is amplified by party activism. That is, the ideological split
between Democrats and Republicans is larger among party
activists than in the general electorate. 11
Prior to the late 1970s, studies of the mass public in the
United States generally found little association between gender
and political ideology. 12 However, the emergence of a "gender
gap" in the late 1970s and the 1980s indicates incipient gender
differences in political ideology and issue attitudes. These gender
differences are associated with partisanship and appear to be
smaller than partisan differences in ideology. Nonetheless. recent studies conducted during the Reagan era suggest an
emerging ideological divergence, with women somewhat more
liberal and men more conservative. Compared to men. women
show lower levels of support for Ronald Reagan and other
Republican candidates and for the Republican party generally. t 3
When gender differences emerge on issues, the differences
seem to reflect the more "nurturing" or "humanitarian" and less
"aggressive" or "militarist" views of women when compared to
men. Thus, women tend to be more liberal on issues related to
social programs and economic security, suggesting more humanitarian. social welfare oriented attitudes. Women also tend
to be less supportive of militarist or aggressive action in foreign
affairs and more supportive of cooperative efforts in foreign
policy. Women also tend to be more opposed to the use of nuclear
energy as a power source. perhaps a manifestation of more
general, environmentalist or pacifist views.
Interestingly, there appear to be few if any gender differences
on issues associated with feminism. Women and men tend to
have very similar distributions of opinion on issues like the ERA,
equal rights generally, and abortion rights; in fact, women may
be slightly more conservative than men on these kinds of issues.
The lack of clear gender differences on feminist issues appears in
8

both the mass public and in studies of party activists. 14
It must be emphasized that gender differences on issues and
ideology tend to be relatively small. Often. when gender differences emerge. partisanship and party differences are played
down or ignored. But. when party differences are taken into
account- as they usually are in studies of party activists- partisan differences are much larger than gender differences. Furthermore. the gender gap emerging in the 1980s includes gender
differences in candidate preference and party identification as
well as issues and ideology. When party is held constant. men
and women within the same party (whether party activists or
rank and file voters) tend to be similar in attitudes toward issues
and ideology. Whatever dillerences emerge are quite small and
inconsistent as to ideological direction. In fact, Constantini and
Bell 15 found a slight and sometimes inconsistent pattern of ideological divergence associated with gender. Studying California
party activists. they found substantial interparty ideological
differences regardless of gender. But partisan ideological differences were generally greater among women than men. Within
each party women were less moderate than men - more liberal
among Democrats and more conservative among Republicans.
Ideology and Issues Among Florida's Party Activists
What are the attitudes of Florida's precinct party activists
toward political ideology or social and political issues? How do
these attitudes differ by gender, party, or other relevant characteristics? Our data provide some answers to selected aspects of
these questions.
We ascertain the party differences on attitudes toward political issues. then we report the relationship of party and gender to
these issues. Also we look at issues which are alleged to be of
special interest to women or to men to see if findings vary more
widely about these issues. We ascertain how party and gender
relate to the party activists' overall political issue ideology. Then
we report how selected background variables are associated with
gender. party, and ideology.
Political and Social Issues. Florida's party activists were asked to

indicate their position on a wide range of issues concerning social
welfare programs. social issues, domestic fiscal policy, government intervention and foreign policy. Not surprisingly, large differences between the parties were evident on virtually every
issue. Regardless of gender, Democrats were consistently more
liberal than Republicans - usually by a margin of 20 to 30
percentage points. Moreover, the differences between Demo9

cratic and Republican women were at least as large as those
between Democratic and Republican men.
Table 1
Liberal Attitudes

on Political Issues by Party and Gender•

Democrats
Men Women

Issue Items
Social Welfare
Cuts in domestic spending
Support national health insurance
Government aid to remedy unemployment
Government guaranteeing jobs
Federal aid to education
Government aid for low cost health care

Republicans
Men Women

52
86

64
82
67
69
52
89

16
27
16
25
15
54

15
33
15
21
20
45

Social !Hues
Affirmative action
Anti -abortion Amendment
ERA Amendment

79
65
75

86
73
83

39
50
28

53
58
31

Domestic Budget
Amendment to balance national budget
Amendment to roll back Florida's budget

35
70

38
82

14
31

15
35

Foreign Policy
Increase in defense spending
Military intervention in Lebanon

62
87

76
85

20
71

21
58

Government Intervention
Rapid development of nuclear power
Leave electric power to private sector

48
56

74
57

16
21

34
22

57
72

71
66

•Table entries indicate the percentage of respondents giving a liberal
response ("strongly favor, " "favor, " "oppose," or "strongly oppose") on each
item . Whether "favor " or "oppose " responses were liberal responses depended
on the wording of the item .

Apart from these large interparty differences, there were
some gender differences within each party. Although smaller
than the interparty differences, these gender dilf erences reveal
some interesting and consistent patterns. Consider the gender
differences on social issues that are of direct and immediate relevance to women- affirmative action and proposed anti-abortion
and ERA amendments. In both parties, women were consistently
more liberal than men on these issues by about 7 or 8 percentage
points.
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Among the Democrats this same pattern is evident on nearly
every issue . Going beyond social issues. women Democrats are
also more liberal than their male counterparts on social welfar e
policy. domestic budget issues, foreign policy. and government
intervention. On issues like "rapid development of nuclear
power," an "increase in defense spending," and reducing "Florida's budget," gender differences are more than ten percentage
points. On other issues the gender gap ls smaller. but it is
consistently in a liberal direction (women more liberal than men) .
The only exceptions are on "military intervention in Lebanon"
and "government aid to remedy unemployment;" on these issues
women are slightly less liberal than men, but the gender difference is quite small . With these two exceptions, women party
activists are consistently more liberal than men in the Democratic party.
Among Republicans, no consistent ideological differences
between men and women appear - other than those on social
issues. The largest differences occur on "rapid development of
nuclear power" (Republican women are more liberal) and "military intervention in Lebanon" (Republican women are more
conservative). On other issues (except social issues) gender
differences among Republicans were much smaller and neither
consistently liberal nor conservative .
Political Ideology. To generalize our results beyond specific issues

and to focus more broadly on political ideology. we constructed
a single overall political issue scale. This scale combined the
fifteen issue items listed in Table 1 and yielded a single measure
of "issue" ideology with the five categories ("very liberal," "liberal."
"moderate," "conservative," and "very conservative"). 16
Variation by party and gender on the political issue scal e
indicates the substantial interparty differences in ideology already alluded to in our discussion of issues . Regardless of
gender . Republicans are substantially more conservative than
Democrats. Among Republicans gender differences are quite
small with a slight tendency for Republican women to be more
liberal than men . Among Democrats gender dlff erences are
larger but in the same direction; women again tend to be more
liberal than men.
Selected Characteristics and Ideology
What helps account for these variations in men and women's
political ideology? In particular, we would expect the state's
politico/cultural regions as well as selected personal character11

Table 2
Political Ideology by Party and GenderPolitical
Political

Ideology -IHue Scaleh

Very liberal
Liberal
Moderate
Conservative
Very Conservative
(N)

'Table entries are percentages
beneath each column.

Democrats
Men
Women

Republicans
Men
Women

20
38
30
9
3

31
41
21
6
1

1
5
32
42
21

(168)

(150)

(155)

10
26
42
22
(125)

of column totals entered in parentheses

hPolitical ideology is measured by political issue scale scores which were
computed by averaging each respondent 's score on the fifteen issue items.
On ea ch item and on the overall scale , a score of" l " was the most liberal
score and a score of "4" was the most conservative. Scale scores were then
collapsed so that : 1.00-1. 79 were classed as "very liberal; " 1.80 -2.25 were
"liberal; " 2 .26 -2 . 74 were "moderate; " 2 . 75 -3 .20 were "conservative;" and
3.21-4.00 were "very conservative."

!sties of the party activists to provide considerable insight into
these variations.
in Ideology. In view of Florida's regional
differences in political culture and ideology, to which we have
already alluded. we examined regional differences in ideology in
relation to party and gender. In every region of the state Democrats are distinctly more liberal than the Republicans. However,
north Florida party activists tend to be more conservative than
those in central/ southwest Florida, who in turn are slightly more
conservative than those in southeast Florida. This is especially
true among Republicans; however. in central/southwest Florida
the Democratic men are somewhat more conservative than
expected and Democratic women are somewhat more liberal
than expected.
Among Republicans there were only minor gender differences in each of the three regions. Gender differences were small
among north Florida Democrats as well. Only among central/
southwest and southeast Florida Democrats are gender differences in political ideology fairly large. In these two areas women
Democrats were more liberal than Democratic men by about
Regional Variations
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Table 3
Political Ideology and Gender by Party and Selected
Social Background Variable••

Social background

Region of
Floridab

Occupation •

Education

Family
income

variables

Political
Ideology

Democrats
Men Women

Liberal
Moderate
Conservative

58
29
14

60

Central/
Southwest

Liberal
Moderate
Conservative

54
30
17

77

Southeast

Liberal
Moderate
Conservative

High er
status

North

Republicans
Men Women

84

8
12
80

18
5

5
34
61

7
32
62

64
33
2

79
19
2

10

40
50

19
26

Liberal
Moderate
Conservative

55
34
11

79
15
6

5
35
60

11
25
64

Lower
status

Liberal
Moderate
Conservative

42
47
11

59
38
3

3
23
73

8
28
64

Retired

Liberal
Moderate
Conservative

67
16
16

85

5
32
63

13
33
54

Other (not
in labor
force)

Liberal
Moderate
Conservative

d

62
24
14

d

5
27
68

Less than
college

Liberal
Moderate
Conservative

57
33

4 -year
college
degree

d

26
15

10

5

16

10

69
24
6

60

10
30
61

Liberal
Moderate
Conservative

52
31
17

71
21
8

4
23
72

9
23
69

Advanced
d egree

Liberal
Moderate
Conservative

63
26
11

77

6
35
58

12
18
71

Less than
$30,000

Liberal
Moderate
Conservative

66

27
7

81
15
4

7
33

13
28
58

Liberal
Moderate
Conservative

64
19
17

61
27
12

60

13
20
67

Liberal
Moderate
Conservative

36
49
15

62
27
11

6
20
74

26
74

$30,000 to
$39 ,999
$40,000
or more

13

15
8

5
35

56

60

3
37

Table 3
Political Ideology and Gender by Party and Selected
Social Background Variables• (continued)

Social background

Age (years)

variables

Political
Ideology

Democrats
Men Women

Republicans
Men Women

Less
than 40

Liberal
Moderate
Conservative

61
27
12

74
26

12
29
59

5
27
68

40 to 54

Liberal
Moderate
Conservative

41
44
15

67
20
13

34

3
25

66

72

Liberal
Moderate
Conservative

65
25
10

77
18
5

5
31
64

12
29
59

55 or
more

•Table entri es are percentages of party/gender/social
background subgroups that were liberal, moderate, or conservative . Political Ideology ts
measured by the political Issue scale. 'Very Uberal " and "liberal " are col lapsed Into the "liberal " category , and "very conservative " and "conserv a tive"
are collapsed Into the "conservative " category .
. hNorth Florida Includes counties from Ocala, Florida , north . South east
Florida includes the counties along the Atlantic coast south of Vero Bea c h
and around to Key West The rest of Florida 's counties are Included In th e
central/southwest
category . See Suzanne L. Parker, "Are Party Loyalties
Changing In Florida? '' Florida Public Opinion, Vol. 1, Winter 1985 , pp . 16-20.
•Higher status jobs Include professional/technical
and managerial or
adm1ntstrattve jobs. Lower status jobs Include blue collar, clerical and sal es
jobs. "Other (not In the labor force)" consists primarily of homemakers but
also Includes some volunteer workers, students, and so forth.
d'foo few cases for meaningful

analysis.

fifteen to twenty percentage points. The women Democrats of
central/southwest and southeast Florida were the most liberal
of all the groups defined by region, gender. and party. Our
findings support the view that north Florida possesses a more
traditional southern culture that encourages political conserva ttsm among both men and women parttsans . 17 The more nontraditional culture in southern Florida, on the other hand, is more
conducive to significantly greater liberalism among the party
activists of south Florida.
Social Background and Ideology. To examine these relationships
we analyzed covariation between political ideology and each of
four social background variables. These are occupational status,
education, family income. and age (Table 3).
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Occupational status. Political ideology varied little by occupational status among Republicans. (Due to the small number of
men in the "other" category, these cells should be ignored).
Among Republicans. men in lower status jobs and women in the .
"other" category (primarily homemakers) are somewhat more
conservative while retired women are somewhat less conserva tive. but these differences are quite small. By contrast, among
Democratic activists, women are consistently more liberal than
men regardless of occupational status. The gender difference
among Democrats is especially large in the higher status occupational group . High status women Democrats and retired
women Democrats are the most liberal groupings defined by
party, gender, and occupation. By way of contrast. lower status
men are the least liberal Democrats though they are still more
liberal than the Republicans by a large margin.
Educational leveL Gender-related educational differences are
fairly small among Republicans. Republican women with ad vanced college degrees tend to be more conservative than male
Republicans with advanced degrees. At lower levels of education
men and women Republicans are quite similar in ideology. Those
Republicans with less than a college education are less conservative than those with higher educational levels.
Among Democratic activists, women are consistently more
liberal at all three educational levels. In fact the "gap" in ideology
is greater at higher educational levels (4-year college degree or
higher). Thus the best educated Democratic women are more
liberal than any other group while the best educated Republican
women are among the most conservative.
Family income level. In the mass public, family income and
affiuence are generally related to political ideology in a consistent, straight forward manner; the more affluent tend to be more
conservative and the less affiuent, more liberal. The correlation
is often not strong, but the direction of the relationship is often
not strong, but the direction of the relationship is fairly consistent. The data on family income among Florida party activists are
consistent with this general trend. Furthermore, with only two
exceptions, gender dillerences in ideology are fairly small at all
income levels in both parties. The two exceptions are lower
income (less than $30,000) and higher income ($40,000 or more)
Democrats. In these two groups, women are more liberal than
men by a fairly large margin. Lower income Democratic women
are distinctively more liberal than others in the Democratic
party, while higher income Democratic men are distinctively less
liberal.
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Age. Those less than 40 in 1984 were born after World War
II. Their adolescence and young adulthood occurred during the
turbulent 1960s and early 1970s - a period of rapid expansion
in federal social programs, civil rights and equal rights for women
and a period when the traditional roles of men and women were
altered substantially. Consequently, we expected younger activists, especially younger women activists, to show more support
for the liberalism of the period when they reached maturity.
However, our data about age and political ideology do not
support this interpretation.
There is no linear decline in liberalism as age increases. In
each party, men and women less than forty years old are among
the most liberal, but they are slightly less liberal than those fiftyfive or older. Those in the middle age category (40-54) were the
least liberal age group, especially in the Democratic party.
Among Republicans, women were actually slightly more conservative than men in the two youngest age groups and only slightly
more liberal than men in the oldest age group. In contrast.
Democratic women were consistently more liberal than men
regardless of age, and the gender difference was greater among
Democrats than Republicans at all age levels .

Summary

This paper has addressed this question: How do gender and
party relate to the distribution of political and social attitudes
among Florida's political parties' mid-elites? Is there a "gender
gap?" Our data show clearly that political party explains a large
portion of the variation in political ideology among Florida's party
activists. Overriding all other considerations, the Democrats
tend to be liberal and the Republicans tend to be consezvative.
Contemporary party realignment within party organizations in
the state is occurring because of these ideological dilierences and
is reinf orctng them in a complicated "party sorting" process. 18
These findings add another dimension to party variations in
political ideology among the Florida activists. Gender provides
considerable explanation for political liberalism in the Democratic party organization, and somewhat less explanation for
political consezvatism among Republican organizational activists. On issues directly relating to women's issues, women party
activists consistently are more liberal than men within each
party.
State regional variations produce differences among the
Democratic and Republican women activists. In each party north
Florida women political activists were more consezvative than
their counterparts in south Florida. However, it should be noted

16

that male actMsts in each party exhibited similar regional differences. On a statewide basis, Democratic women of higher
occupational status, higher educational attainment, and lower
income are more liberal than expected.
The gender differences seem to be a catalyst which is pushing
the Democratic party organizational actMsts in liberal directions. This is not the case in the Republican party organization
where gender seems to be less independently associated with the
party activists' political ideology.
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